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About This Game

Soul for two is a heroic JRPG about the life of two different people in different worlds, but with different destinies.

The story begins with a party of the legendary Lancelot who volunteered to defeat the cave dragon, but fails.

After his death, his soul divides and some of it remains in this world, and the other part is reborn in another world.

In one world, Lancelot is known as an old hero, and in another world he is young guy who lives alone and struggles with internal
psychological problems.

On their way there are various adventures and obstacles. Will two souls pass all the tests?
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I am not very impressed about this story. There is the talk about the ways for a split soul. But this game doesn't give you any
options. There is one part playing a depressed young man. But you don't play him. You can only confirm playing a useless game
on his laptop or talk to a very few npc's.
The other is an old warrior with even less options. Oh, at last he can fight. But the fights are boring.
There is just not enough to do in this 'game'. Add that most npc's don't talk, that some conversations are not translated and
that the end is very very bad (with a hint that they want to sell the next part) and I can't recommend this 'game' even for the low
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Soul for two 2:
Already half a year we are working on the continuation of the game.
At the moment, very little has been done and we want to make a lot of content (Laziness is a very bad thing).
If you like the first one often, you will like it and the sequel which will tell the further fate of the hero.
2 maps are planned and besides the main storyline there are a lot more quests. At the moment, only 1 map is ready (it remains to
invent quests and opponents).
I will not promise a lot of things so I’ll tell you about what we are working on.
1- real time combat system
2- resource collection
3- more additional tasks.
Some things I didn’t write because we hadn’t decided yet whether or not to put them into the game.. Soul for two 2:
Already half a year we are working on the continuation of the game.
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